ABSTRACT

Surabaya be biggest second city in indonesia that makes to be reference city for patients from region that experience well-being troubleshoot especially persalinan not fasilitasi at the region. will face this matter surabaya should has medical service facilities especially that mengakomodasi all well-being troubleshoot especially persalinan will like house bersalinberstandard international so that can fulfil demand from society.

Present it house bersalin this form from service that attributed to society demand with service facilities and quality menghususkan for pregnancy troubleshoot and persalinan mother. design from home bersalin later can to compete with well-being service that preexist so that house bersalin this will form “image” positive and can to mengomersialkan.

Completion from house planning bersalin this aimed with theme “jalinan” that be abstraction form from mother affection towards the baby, will pass this theme will juxtapose with certain concepts that can to finish with fact and existing troubleshoot condition (fact and issue) and accustom with criteria plan (performance requirement) that be standards from planning a well-being facilities. these concepts is discriminated to be macro concept that is translating from theme that used and concept micro that be answer from permasa or issue existing.